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Bird

Jailbird

“    T
his idea probably derives fro

m

having people living in cages. ”

Bird

Free as a bird

“    When our pet parakeet escaped he
was 'free as a bird.' But sadly he
probably didn't survive long in the wild.”

Bird
Flip the bird
“    This is merely a rude gesture. It is 
in no way related to cow tipping.”

Bird
The early bird catches the worm

“    If worms were that great in the

morning, wouldn't there be more

competition? Aren't donuts better?”

Bird

Bird's eye view

“    Having an overview of something,

being able to see things from above.

Or, in the case of flightless birds like the

penguin, a view from the ground.”

Bird

Bird brain

“    Considering the amazing feats of

navigation accomplished by bird brains,

the idiom seems a bit arrogant. ”

Peacock

Proud as a peacock

“    Who would not be proud, with such
lovely feathers?”

Peacock

Happy as a peacock

“    I
t does se

em logical that a peacock in

almost any context would be happier

than a pig in shit, b
ut is i

t happier than

a clam? ”

Penguin

The first penguin

“    The one who assumes great risk as
a leader – inspired by the first penguin to
dive in water to feed among predators.”

Weasel

Weasel words

“    Weak and indirect diction, often
associated with shirking responsibility.
Perhaps weasels would use them if they
dared to speak?”

Camel

Camel jockey

“    An ethnic slur for people of middle
eastern origin.”

Jackdaw

Thieving jackdaw

“    Whether for thieving, deceiving, or

simply being too loud, the jackdaw has

had a bad reputation since Aesop

featured it in his Fables.”

Raccoon

Coon's age

“    Is this longer than donkey's years? ”
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